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It is accepted best practice to always takes DSO astrophotos once the sky has fully darkened.  I know 

that photos just prior to this contain DSO data so I decided to study how the sky brightness affects the 

data recorded by my Nikon D5300 DSLR. I decided to conduct a test so that I can see what Deep Sky 

Stacker’s background calibration does.   

 

When DSS performs a stacking operation it will choose one of the LIGHT frames as the reference frame.  

All the adjustments to the other LIGHT frames will be to align them to this reference frame. The 

background calibration process is described as a “Normalization” which effectively sets the dark sky 

background to the same value, as in the reference frame, in each LIGHT frame.  The two background 

calibration methods are described as follows: 

 

Per Channel Background calibration 

The median values are determined for the RGB channels of the reference frame.  The RGB channels of 

the other LIGHT frames are adjusted so that their RGB median values are the same as the reference 

frame.  This makes the RGB histograms for all of the LIGHT frames share the same peak or median 

values for each channel.  The RGB data is also “Normalized”…more on this later. 

 

RGB Background calibration 

The median values are determined for the RGB channels of the reference frame.  The user specifies the 

option to use the lowest, highest or middle median value as the master median value.  All LIGHT frames 

are then adjusted so that all channels share this same master median value.  This makes the RGB 

histograms for all channels of all of the LIGHT frame share the same peak or median value.  This can 

produce washed out or grey images.  The RGB data is also “Normalized”. 

 

Background information about me 

I have developed a program that creates master DARKs, FLATs, BIAS etc. and also can calibrate my LIGHT 

frames and save them as 16 bit tiffs.  My program multiplies the RGB values by 4 so that the resulting tiff 

files contain RGB data that ranges from 600 to 65,535.  All of the processing is done using floating point 

math.  My program uses DCRAW to avoid white balancing the data.  The end result is that I can use Deep 

Sky Stacker to stack my LIGHTs while avoiding any white balancing of the data. 

 

On July 6th, 2018 I decided to image the Cat’s Eye Nebula.  This was a huge mistake because the Cat’s 

Eye Nebula is incredibly small and all I got was a small blob surrounded by stars.  I decided that night to 

get my system taking pictures as soon as possible which was ½ hour after civil sunset.  The sky was still 

bright but the stars were visible.  I decided to use the resulting calibrated 4 minute LIGHT frames to 

conduct this test.   

 

I threw out the first few LIGHT frames and studies the next 12 light frames.  I initially had DSS stack the 

LIGHT frames and found that CLDSC_0008.D.tiff was chosen as the reference LIGHT frame.  I then 

examined CLDSC_0008.D.tiff and found a small star that was not saturated.  I then wrote a program that 

would display the green channel pixel data for the specific scanline in the tiff file where this small star 

can be found.  The tiff files I create contain images that are roughly 2000 x 3000 pixels.  I had found the 



1 scanline of the 2000 possible scanlines and then zoomed in to a small region of roughly 20 pixels of the 

3000 pixels per scanline. 

 
This graph contains the green pixel data for all twelve LIGHT frames for the exact same pixel location in 

the image. None of the pixel values in this location are saturated. Because the images are not aligned 

the star only shows up strongly in CLDSC_0008.D.tiff.  The earliest image [CLDSC_0003.D.tiff thick white 

pen] clearly shows that the sky background is quite brighter than the other LIGHT frames. The next 

LIGHT frames show the sky darkening. The reference frame [CLDSC0008.D.tiff thick purple pen] shows 

that the sky background had almost completely finished darkening.  The last LIGHT frame 

[CLDSC0014.D.tiff thick red pen] shows the sky background had reached it’s darkest point for the 

evening.   

 

The first test I wanted to perform was to prove that if I tell DSS to not perform any background 

calibration that it will just align all of the photos.  DSS has an option to generate registered images for 

each light frame.  I had DSS do exactly this and then I graphed the exact same pixel locations only this 

time using these registered images.

 
This graph confirms that DSS has done a pretty good job of aligning the images so that the star appears 



in the same location in all 12 registered LIGHT frames.  This graph also confirms that DSS didn’t alter the 

data for CLDSC_0008.reg.tiff. 

 

So far so good… Now I told DSS to perform per channel background calibration and also generate 

registered images for each LIGHT frame. 

 
Wow!  I didn’t expect this result.  This is a good news and bad news event.  The good news is that the 

sky background for all of the images are now the same.  The bad news is that all of the values were 

subjected to a “normalization” that dramatically altered the data.  I would have thought that the values 

for CLDSC_0008 would not have changed.  Instead, the sky background of roughly 2000 has changed to 

12,500. The peak value has jumped up from 28,000 to 55,500.   

 

I didn’t bother seeing what the RGB background calibration looks like.  I suspect it will look pretty much 

the same.  The DSS documentation says that Per Channel background calibration is a good idea if you 

are using Kappa Sigma stacking algorithms.  I suspect that is only valid if the sky background in all images 

are the same to begin with.   

 

If you look back at the “No Background Calibration” graph you can clearly see that the star profile in 

every LIGHT frame looked pretty much the same. Using DSS background calibration resulted in huge 

differences between the star profiles which will certainly affect what pixel values get rejected when DSS 

uses it’s Kappa Sigma stacking method. 

 

I didn’t like this result so I decided to invent my own version of sky background compensation.  I took 

the approach that there are two light sources at play here.  The most important being the DSO and the 

least important being the sky background.  I also made the assumption that these two light sources 

simply add together as sources of photons.  The combined stream of photons enter into my camera to 

generate electrons in my imaging chip which get converted to count values and stored in the LIGHT 

frames. 

 

I also took the position that most astrophotos are dominated by pixels representing the sky background.  

To me, this meant that the mean value of all of the red pixels represents the sky background for red, for 

this LIGHT frame.  Mean values for green and blue pixels can also be determined.  Finally, I made it 

possible for me to specify which LIGHT frame should be used to determine reference frame mean values 



for red, green and blue pixels.  Then, I altered my program so that it would add or subtract an offset for 

each pixel color, for each LIGHT frame so that ALL of the calibrated LIGHT frames contained the same 

mean values for their red, green or blue pixels as does the reference frame.  If the reference frame 

mean value for red pixels was 1000 then the mean value for red pixels in each LIGHT frame also equaled 

1000. If the reference frame mean value for green pixels was 1500 then the mean value for green pixels 

in each LIGHT frame also equaled 1500. If the reference frame mean value for blue pixels was 1200 then 

the mean value for blue pixels in each LIGHT frame also equaled 1200.  I regenerated my calibrated 

LIGHT frames using this approach and then had DSS regenerate registered images without performing 

any background calibrations. 

 
I think this might be a better solution.  The star profiles now look much closer and the sky backgrounds 

are also closer.  With this method, I believe that when DSS performs it’s Kappa Sigma stacking that, pixel 

by pixel, the values used will all have much smaller standard deviations. This may result in stacked 

images that have lower noise.  I want to believe that this might be a good solution for imaging on moon 

lit nights or nights where the sky background changes due to industrial/commercial lighting cycling on or 

off. 

 

Peter W. 

 


